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Total and diffe l' eritial ,cross sections of the reactio'nK~p ~ AI] .. :-

have beeri.det~rnii~eci for incident ,'K -lab momenta 1?etween 1.2 and 1;7 

BeV/c. ;No str,iki'ng res,'onance .fd~mati(m in"the direct channel is seen; 
.... ,,' '.", . ",.", . . ;'c "" ~. ,-' _ ..... , " .' .,'., .' - . .', " 
in par~icuhl.r ,the,Y 0<,2'100) decay~ nQt moret4an 3% via the An 'channeL 

A prominent forVJard peak in the differential cro~s s~'ctionsind~cates 

some' crossed-channelmeson-exGhange~cti"ity. The br~nchihg ratio 
, . . :' .' 

:' ", ' "+' " 
r(n'~ neutrals)!:t'(n - rr .rr-rrP )is 3.6:1:0.6 . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We have analyzed more than 1000 K - P - An events at five momenta 

between 1.2 and 1. 7 BeV Ie. The reaction was observed in two different 

modes in the 72-in. hydrogen bubble. chamber: 

(a)K-p -An"" (P11"";)(11"+11"-11"°), which resulted in V + two-prong events, and' 

(b) K-p - Ai) - (p11"-)(neutrals), which resulted in V + zero-prong e..:rents. 

Sectlon II describes the analysis of 1:.c~e V + two-prongs; Sec. III describes 

the analysis of the V + zero-prongs, and Sec. IV gives the combined 

results. 

Our conclusions, set forth in Sec. V, "may be summarized as 

follows: 

1. No striking resonance phenomena are evident in the An system 

>'c 
near these momenta; in particular, the Y~(2100) decays not more than 

3% via the Ar) channel. 

2. The differential cross sections exhibit a prominent forward peak, 

indicating the presence of meson exchanges. 

3. The branchingratio r(n -- neutrals)/r(n -- 11"+11"-11"0) is 3.6±O.6. 
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- + - ° The rrl'2!thod for identifying events of t;:1.e type K p - b..:rr 1T 1T -

(p1T"')( 1T + 1T -1T O
) in our experime';thas been given in a previous publication~ 1 

We have approximately 9000 events of this type. The three-pion mass 

spectra show a prominent 'r/ peak at each momentum (Fig. 1). In 

order to estimate the number of n's we assumed a linear background 

over the mass region 505 'to 595 MeV, and used the formula 

N= N3 (535. to 565 MeV) - 1/2 [N
3
" (505 to 535 M~V) + N3 (565 to' 595 MeV)], 'r/ . 1T 1T 1T ' , 

, with appropriate error treatment. 

+ - ' The only analysis question that remains involves the 1T 1T Y decay 

mode of the 'r/. How much of this decay mode has contaminated our 

sample of 'r/ - 1T+ 1T -1TO events? To find an answer we plotted the mass 

squared of the system recoiling against th~ A1T + 1T'" system for our 

events. Background was subtracted for each bin in the manne;r described 

in an earlier publication. 2 The resulting graph, Fig. 2, shows no sign 

of a peak at the y-ray mass squared, and fits the experimental resolution 

function with the center at the 1TO mass squared. However, because of 

poor statistic s we cannot set a very small upper limit on the 1T + 1T - Y 

contamination from this figure. 

3 To do better we used the program FAKE to generate 

- + - + - ° K P - A( 'r/ - 1T 1T Y and 1T 1T 1T ) events with the same production-angle 

distribution as that of the 'r/'s in our experiment. When our normal 

selection criteria were applied to these fake events, 99% of the 

+ - ,~'. + -
fl:rr 1T 1T O events passe\:4 whlle only 0.8% of the A1T 1T Y events passed. 

+ -Since the 1T 1T Y mode of the 'r/ has a rate of about one -fifth that of the 

.' 
:t 
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+ + . 
'IT 'IT - 'lT 0 mode, we conclude that less than 0.2% of our n -- 'IT 'IT - 'lT 0 sample 

consists of misidentified n -- 'IT + 'IT -'I events. 

In Table I we give our estimates of the number of n's at each 

mqmentum, and the cross section for K - p -... An, where we have used 

the branching ratio 
4 

r( n -- 'IT + 'IT -".o)/r (n -- all) = 0.224. 

We also determined an average cross section over our sample 

for the reactionK-p -?'An-(p'lT-)('lT+'lT-'lT°) of 37±3 f.Lb. In Sec. IV we 

combine this result with a similar cross section for K-p -- An -- (P'lT )(neutrals) 

to obtain the branching ratio r(n,- neutrals)/r(n - 'IT+'lT-'lT 0 ). 

We have determined the production-angle distributions for 

K-p - An - A'lT+'lT-'lT° in the same ma~ner as described in Ref. 2 for 

K -p -- Aw events. Background w:as subtracted in each angular bin; 

however, we assumed that the background for the n's is linear from 

505 to 595 MeV, rather than drawing a background curve by eye as was 

done in the w case. Our results, combined with those of Sec. III, are 

presented in Sec, IV .. 

We have too few events to determine the polarization state of the 

A at all momenta and production angles. However, we can give two 

statistically significantresults, both at 1.51 BeV/c. Let P A be the 

polarization of the A along the normal to the plane of production (the 

only polarization allowed by parity conservation). Then, in the A rest 

frame, the distribution of the momentum of the pion from the A decay 

is given by the expre s sion [1 - Q! AP A 'lTA • (K - X n}/IK -X n I]. This expres

sion provides a simple experimental convention for Q!AP A' Our results, for 

K-p- An -- i\'lT+'lT-'lT 0 events at 1:51 BeV/c, areO!APA ~ -0.2±0.3 for 
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cos,e
Kn

> 0.8 (events in the forward peak), and O!AP A = +OA±0.2 for 

cos eK n < O. 8. 

III. ANALYS,IS OF. V + 'ZERO-PRONG EVENTS (K-p - A + neutrals) 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of events in which the V is a 

A - p'IT decay; plotted against the square of the invariant mas s of the 

system of undetected neutral particles recoiling against the A. Only 

events with a. A length greater' than 5 mm before decay and with pro..; 

duction and decay vertices within inner and outer fiducial volumes were 

accepted. There were 13752 events. When weighted to correct for the 

A-length and fiducial cutoffs, the number rose to 15 770 events. The 

events of the weighted set are plotted in the figures. The loss of events 

due to scanning inefficiency and measuring difficulties was 60/0. This 

factor is included in cross-section determinations given below. A 

more detailed pre sentation of the handling of V + zero -prong events 

5 may be found elsewhere. 

The spectrum of Fig. 3 shows conspicuous 'ITo, n, and w. peaks. 

Figure 4 shows the spec tra in the region of the n peak for each of the 

five K momenta. Also shown are the spectra for which the system 

recoiling against the A is produced in the forward direction 

(0;8 ~ cos e
Kn 

~ 1.0, where 8
Kn 

is the center-of-mass scattering angle) 

; and in the backward direction (-1.0 ~ cos e
K 

~ -0.8). Quite evident in . n 
these last panels is the difference in resolution of the n peak. Forward 

n's correspond to A's that are slow in the laboratory system; backward 

nls correspond to A's that are fast. The experimental resolution-function 

width for events in the n mass region increases by a factor of about 
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four in going from forward 'r)'S (slow A's) to backward 'r)'S (fast A's). 

The resolution-function width also increases, although slowly, with 

increasing incident K momenturrt. The large variation in the width 

must be taken into account in determining the number of 'r)'s produced 

at a given angle~ , 

Theniimbers of events in a band 3r wide centered at m 2 and 'r) 

in bands 1.5 r wide to either side 6 were obtained, where r is the ex-

perimental resolution-function width for events in the'r) mass region 

and at the given momentum and angle. Subtracting the number of events 

in the two side 'bands from the number in the .center band gave the num-

ber of 'r)'s. Figure 4 shows the results, summed over all angles at each 

of the momenta and over all momenta in the forward and backward pro-

duction-angle bins: the number of events above the solid line in each 

figure is our best estimate for the number of 'fi'S, while the dashed 

lines are drawn one statistical standard deviation to either side. Table 

II gives numbers of events and cross sections. The production angular, 

distributions are discussed in Sec. IV. 

The foregoing procedure for determining the background under 

the 'r) peak is not entirely satisfactory. Figure 4 shows the limits 

within which the 1T Oy invariant mas s fro~ the reaction K -P _ ~ 0 1T O , 

~ 0 _ Ay can fall, Theoretically, the spectrum for' such e.vents is" flat 

within the limits. At all but 1.22 Be V / c, the upper edge ,of the ~ 01T O 

spectrum lies slightly above the' 'r) peak. Therefore the presence of 

~01TO events cause s the background of the 'r) peak to be high~r than 

estimated above, and the number of'r) events smaller. An upper ]~ 

to the systematic error can be found by using only the lower of the two 
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background bands to obtain the background to the peak. This upper 

limit, at each of the momenta, is included in Table II. The systematic 

error is maximal only when the edge of the L;0 ITo spectrum coincides 

with one of the edges of the band of width 3r centered at the 'f/ peak. 

As this is not usually the case, the systematic error should be well 

within the upper limits. 

Our results combined with those of Sec. II are presented in 

Sec. IV. 

IV. COMPARISON AND COMBINATION OF RESULTS 

A. Angular Distributions 

The angular distributions obtained at 1.51 BeV Ic from the two 

sets of events are compared in Fig. 5. The distributions have been 

normalized so that the area under each is the same. Although there 

+ - ° are about four times as many r) - neutrals events as r) - IT IT IT events, 

the angular distribution is obtained to about the same accuracy in each 

case. This of course is because the statistical weight of r) - neutrals 

events is diminished considerably by the relatively small "signal-to-

noise" ratio. 

Agreement between the two determinations is even better than 

might be expected on statistical grounds. Since almost 60% of all the 

events are at 1.51 BeV I c, this is good indication that, within our sta-

tistic s, both sets ·of events lead to accurate determination of the angular 

distributions. We obtained the final angular distribution at 1.51 BeV Ic, 
showl1 in Fig. 6, by using least square s to fold together the distributions 

of Fig. 5. Results at the other momenta, also shown in Fig. 6, were 

obtained in identical fashion. 
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The angular distributions were fitted, by using least squares, 

to the Legendre polynomial series 

do- 2 
em = };, I

nmax 

n=O' 
, 

a P (cos 8), 
n n 

where};, = -n/q is the reduced wavelength in the c. m. system (q is the 

c. m. rnom.entum). Integration gives the relation 0- = 41T };,2aO• Un

fortunately, only at 1.51 BeV I c is the distribution well enough deter-

mined to fix the values of n and the coefficients a. accurately. . max n 

There the confidence level that a good fit has been obtained is less than 

10/0 for n ~ 3, rises to 13% at n ~ 4, to 75% at n = 5, and max max max 

thereafter decreas es. Figure 6 includes the fitted curve for n = S. max 

The fitted coefficients are 

a
O 

:: 0.027 ± 0.002, 

a 2 = 0.029 ± 0.005, 

a 4 = 0.019 ± 0.007, 

a
1 

= 0.011 ± 0.004, 

a
3 

= 0.026 ± 0.006, 

as = 0.020 ± 0.008. 

The errors reflect only the uncertainty in shape, not that in normaliza-

tion. All the coefficients are positive, so all the polynomials add con-

structively to the peak in the forward direction. 

B. Cross Sections 

The cross sections obtained from the two sets of~vents are 

shown in Fig. 7(a). Agreement is good at 1.51 BeV Ic but generally bad 

.elsewhere •. Except at 1. 70 BeV/c, cross sections obtained from the 
.I 

+ - 0 n -- neutrals events are larger than those obtained from the n -- 1T 1T 1T 

events. Systematics do indeed cause probable overestimation of the 

nu:mber of n -- neutrals events (see Sec. III). This effect alone, however, 
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is not sufficient to overcome the large differences at 1.22, 1.42, and 

1.60 BeV /c; we do not know how to account for them except on the basis 

of statistics or possible errors in the r) branching ratios in Ref. 4. 

The comparison of cros s sections averaged over all momenta is dis-

cussed in Sec. V. C in.terms of the branching ratio 

F( r) - neutrals)/r( r) - iT + iT - iTo). 

Figure 7(b) shows the cross sections obtained by simply folding 

together the values of Fig. 7(a). Table III summarizes the experimental 

results. The cross section shows no large variation over the range of 

this experiment. Results from other experiments, also shown in Fig. 

7(b), indicate that the cros s section falls off at both higher and lower 

momenta. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A. 
>:c 

y O( 2100) -- Ar) Decay 

The K - lab mpmentum corresponding to total c. m. energy , 

2100 MeV in the K-p system is 1.68 BeV/c, so s-channel formation of 

the JP = 7/2 - Y~( 2100) is p.ossible in this region; see Fig. 8(a). An 

~:< 
extreme upper limit for the Y O( 2100) coupling to the Ar) channel can be 

obtained by assuming that all the cross section near 1. 70 BeV/c is due 

to this diagram. However, two observations permit setting a more 

stringent limit: (a) There is little evidence for a bump in the cross 

section near 1. 70 BeV/c; (b) the angular distributions are not symmetric 

about e = 90°, as they must be if the reaction proceeds entirely through 

a single partial wave. A somewhat arbitrary bl~.t reasonable estimate 

~!< 

is that no more than half the cross section is due to Y ~(2100) formation 
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and decay. 
>!c 

Then the branching fractions "KN and x An of the Y·o are 

related to the cross section (at 1.70 BeV/c) by 

The factor 2 in the denominator on the right side occurs because the 

K - p system is only one half (in intensity) in the I = 0 channel. Taking 

7 
"KN = 0.29, . we obtain 

0.29 0 03 
8.68X4XO.29 = • • 

,!C 
The Y O( 2100) decays not more than30/0 via the An channel. 

B. Peripheral Production 

The most conspicuous feature of the angular distributions is the 

peak in the forward direction. This indicates the presence and probable 

dominance of the reaction by t-channel meson-exchange amplitudes; 

see Fig. 8(b). Conservation laws at the vertices restrict the particles 

that can be exchanged to I = 1/2 K':c,s having spin-parity JP in the series 

+ _ + ,'c ,'c . o ,1 ,2 ,.... The K '(890) and K '( 1420) satisfy these restrictions. 

[They are SU( 3) companions of the p and A2 mesons, the· particles that 

can be exchanged in the reaction K - P - K 0 n, which is related by SU( 3) 

to the reaction K - p -+- An. ] 
, I ~t< 

Isotopic -spin 1/2 N' 's (including the nucleon) can be exchanged 

in the '.U channel; see Fig. 8{c) ... There is no evidence that such exchanges 

are important here. 
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C. 
. + 

The Branching Ratio r(r) - neutrals)/r(r) - 'IT 'IT -'ITo) 

The cross section forK -p - Ar) - (P'IT -)( 'IT + 'IT -'ITo), averaged over 

the momentum distribution of the data, is 3 7 ± 3 J.Lb. The corresponding 

cross section "vith r; -- neutrals is 148± 11 [J.D, but a systematic over-

estimation of the IJ -- neutrals of as much as 160/0 may have been made 

(see Sec. III). Thus, using all the data, we find that the branching 

ratio is between 3.2 and 3.8, with a statistical error of 0.4. However, 

we can substantially reduce the systematic uncertainty in this result 

by restricting our analysis to events in the forward peak (cos $Kry > 0.6), 

where the effective resolution-function width in the neutral mas s -squared 

spectra is much narrower than for the entire sample. We find, by the 

same technique as above, that the branching ratio is between 3.5 and 

3.7 with a statistical error of 0.5. Our best estimate of the branching 

ratio, where we havE; included both systematic and statistical error, is 

_r.-=.(...:.r)_-_n-:e_u_tr_a_l_s.:...) = 3 6 0 6 + . ± •• 
r(r) - 'IT 'IT- 'ITo) 

This value is consist~nt with the latest compiled value 
4 

of 3.25 ± 0.4. 

It should be remembered that r (IJ - neutrals) is slightly smaller 

than the sum of the 'ITo 'ITo 'ITo, yy, and c;C yy modes because Dalitz decays 

(electron-r:-csitron pairs at the decay ve:::-tex) can occur in all these modes. 

These sam.e events ha-,re been used to set an upper limit for the 

.L- O / +-0 018 branching ratio r (r) - 'IT. 1T 'IT y) r (r) -:-- 'IT 'IT 'IT ) of 7·,0. 
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Table I. Total cross section's for KC~" - AI} deduced fro,~ events 

" " , + - 0 
for which the A decays to, pn, and the I} decays ton nn . 

Momentum 
(BeV/<;:) , 

1.22 

1.42, 

1.5 f 

1.60 " , 

'1.70 

.. 

( a) 
0" J\.3n 
(f.Lb) 

680± 50 

21bo±6,O 

2260 ±80 

,214'0 ± 150 " 

2820± 170 " 

(a) See Ref. '2. ' 

. N' (3n) 

428, 

797, . 

5840 
, ' 

'644 

'1336 

33~5 ± 8.5 

,15.5 ± 5.5 

147 ± 15 

10 ± 4.5 

'. .38 ± 7 

. '(b) 
;0" 

AI} 
(f.Lb) 

235,± 60 

185,±65', 

, 2~5"± 25 

150 ± 65 

360± 70 

, , .. , .', +' ; ..' , .. 
(b) The "br anc hingratioF (17- ":r":-TID )/p"( I) ~ all}.= 0.224 has 

", beenused." 

~', .. ; 

,.,"." ::' 

. ~:, 

.' .. 
'" ,; " 

,I'" . '. 

: . 

" 
" , 

( . 

, " 

" 

"., ", 

,-,', ,~ . . 

". ; 

" . 

" 
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Table II. Total cross sections for K - P ->0 An deduced from events 

for which the A decays to prr - and the n decays to neutrals. 

Momentum Number Cros s section a 

(BeV /c), of events' (~b) 

1.22 149±26 (21)b 405 ± 70 

1.42 117±23 (11) 360 ± 70 

1.51 561±57 (93) 280 ± 30 

, 1.60 111±22 (20) 395±80, 

1. 70 104±28 (17) 235 ± 65 

a. U sing branching ratios r (A - prr -)/r (A' -- all) = 0.664 and 

r (n - neutrals)/r (n ~ all) = 0.729. See Ref. 4. 

b. The number in parentheses is the in,aximum systematic 

overestimation of the number of events. See the t~xt. 

i 
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I, 

Table III. Cross sections for the reaction K - P -+ An. 

o The differential cross sections a.re in fJ-b/sr; their uncertainties 

are based on the statistic soi the angular distributions alone, 

and do not reflect uncertainties ion normalization. 

Momentum' (BeV/c) 

cos e 1.22 1.42 1.51 1.60 1. 70 

-0.9 40 ± 15 18 ± 18 21 ± 6 34 ± 17 6 ± 13 

-0.7 29 ± 16 22 ± 10 25 ± 5 27 ± 10 13 ± 11 

-0.5 34 ± 15 10 ± 12 16 ±4 13 ± 11 11 ± 11 

-0.3 4 ± 11' 8 ± 12 13 ±4 -2 ± 11 17 ± 11 

-0.1 20±9 10 ±10 14 ±4 6 ± 11 4 ± 11 

0.1 o ± 11 6 ± 12 19 ±4 o ± 10 40 ±13 

0.3 24 ± 11 4 ± 10 10 ±4 11 ± 10 19 ± 11 

0.5 15 ±9 12 ± 8 13 ±4 15 ± 8 25 ± 8 

0.7 20 ± 11 24 ± 12 17 ±4 11 ± 10 21 ± 11 

0.9 62 ± 15' 87 ± 18 43±7 r 74 ± 17 74 ± 17 

79 ± 11 0 

(J ( f,l.b) 310 ± 45 255 ± 45 265 ± 20 240 ± 5 0 290±50 

oa. Bin split; cos e = 0.85 and 0.95. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

.'-1 

Fig. 1. Three -pion mass spectra around the n region for various 

. incident K laboratory momenta. See Table I for our estimates of 

the number of nls. 

Fig. 2. + -Mass squared of the system recoiling against the Arr rr system 

- + - ° in our K p - An - A rr rr rr events. Background has been subtracted. 

No contamination from Arr + rr -y events is seen. The curve is the 

experimental resolution function for these events, centered on the 

TI O mass squared. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of K - p - A + neutrals events, weighted for fiducial-

volume and A-length cutoffs, versus the square of the invariant mass 

of the system of undetected neutrals recoiling against the A. There 

are 13 752 events before weighting, and 15 770 after. 

Fig. 4. Spectra in the region of the n peak for K - p .- A + neutrals 

events. Solid lines cutting off the peak delimit our estimates of 

the number of n . events; dashed line s are 1 standard deviation to 

either side. See the text for how the numbers were obtained. 

Fig. 5. Comparison of angular distributions obtained at 1.51 BeV Ic 
from the two sets of events. The distributions have been normalized 

to the same area. 

Fig. 6. Differential cros s sections for the reaction K -P .- An. The 

curve at 1.51 Be V I c is taken from a fit to a Legendre polynomial 

series including terms through P
5 

(cos 8). 

Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of K - p - 1',.17 eros s sections obtained from the 

two sets of events in our experiment. (b) Cros s sections obtained 

by folding together the results in (a), shown with results of other 
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experiments. (:::Jl) D. Berley, P. L. Connolly, E. L. Hart, D. C. 

Rahm, ,D. L. Stonehill, B.Thevenet. W. J. Willis, and S. S. 

Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. Letters j2, 641 (1965). (0) P. L. Bastien' 

and J. P. Berge, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 188 (1963). (A) W. P .. 

Trower (Ph. D. Thesis), Urbana, Illinois, 1966. (V) P. M. Dauber, 

W., M. Dunwoodie, P.E. Schlein, W. E. Slater, L. T. Smith, D. 

H. Stork, and H. K. Ticho, in Proceedings of the Second Topical 

Conference on Resonant Particles, p~ 380, Athens, Ohio, 1965. 

(..0:.) G. W. London, R. R. Rau, N. P. Samios, S. S. Yamamoto, 

M. Goldberg, S. Lichtman, M. Prime, and J. Leitner, Phys • 

. Rev. 143, B1034 (1966). (\7) s. M. Flatte, Phys. Rev. 155, 

1517 (1967). [The n fractions in the 11..7'1+ i1' - i1'0 final state were 

determined from the mas s plots in this reference. A branching 

fraction of 0.224 for n - i1' + i1'- i1'0 was then used to get <T(An).] 

Fig. 8. ',Feynman diagrams representing exchanges in the three channels 

that affect K-p"""': An: (a) s-channel exchange; (b) t-channel exchange; 

(c) u-channel excha:q.ge. 
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This' report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Nei the'lr the Uni ted Sta tes, nor the Com-

e m1SS10n, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
'Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






